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The Cirrus Canopy Cover helps reduce damage to the airplane's upholstery and avionics caused by

excessive heat, and it can eliminate problems caused by leaky door and window seals. A canopy

cover keeps the windshield and window surfaces clean and help prevent vandalism and theft.

The Cirrus Canopy Cover encloses the windshield, side windows, canopy roof and parachute hatch.

Each cover is trimmed at the corners to match the colors of the airplane, and the airplane's registration number can be

imprinted onto both sides of the cover.  A color-matched duffle bag and complete instructions are included with each

cover.

The standard attachment detail for the Cirrus Canopy Cover is with belly straps at the front, rear and trailing

positions.  The belly straps are 1.5" wide nylon, attached on either side with heavy duty side-release buckles.  The cover

is both adjustable for tightness and detachable from either side.

Each canopy cover is made of nylon Silver Laminate.  Bruce's Custom Covers developed Silver Laminate

especially for aircraft protection.  The outer material is a medium weight nylon treated for ultraviolet resistance and

anti-static buildup.  The inner lining is brushed nylon tricot knit.  Silver Laminate is extremely reflective.  Tests show that

This Canopy Cover for the SR-20 also covers the parachute hatch.
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the cabin interior temperature can be reduced by as much as 25 degrees. It is water, ice and snow repellent, yet it is

breathable enough to allow moisture to escape from between the cover and the windshield surface.  Silver Laminate

contains no hydrocarbon compounds which can harm plexiglass windshields and acrylic finishes.

The Extended Canopy Cover  is similar to the standard Canopy Cover, except that it extends down to the wing root

and overlaps with the the Wing Covers.  It features a shock-cord hem and fore and aft belly straps which are detachable

and adjustable from either side.  The Extended Canopy Cover can be made to overlap and attach with Velcro to the Nose

Cover and Empennage Cover.  The Extended Canopy Cover is made of Silver Laminate, and comes with a storage bag.

Engine Inlet Plugs are "pillows" sewn of heavy duty vinyl material and stuffed with a single block of urethane foam.  A

zipper in the back of each plug allows the foam to be removed and dried if necessary.  Engine plugs have warning flags

which stick up above the cowl line, visible from the cockpit.

The Pitot Cover is specially designed for Piper's "fin" type pitot design.  Constructed of durable vinyl material, it is

carefully sewn and reinforced at stress points with stainless steel staples.  A REMOVE BEFORE FLIGHT streamer is

attached.

Engine Covers enclose the entire engine cowling area, including the engine air cooling and carburetor air inlets.  The

cover overlaps and fastens with Velcro to the front edge of the Canopy Cover.  It fits snugly behind the prop spinner, with

a Velcro closure down to the bottom front edge of the cover near the nose gear door.  The Engine Cover is made of Silver

Laminate to match the Canopy and Propellor Covers.  Insulated Engine Covers are also available.

The Propellor Covers (2-blade style) are a one-piece design which slip over the spinner and upper edges of the

blades.  The cover snaps together along the lower edge of the blades. Propellor Covers are made of Silver Laminate.

The Wing Covers are form-fit to slip over the wing tip and secure with straps under the wing.  Wing Covers are made of

medium weight nylon, and come with a storage bag.

The Empennage Cover is a one-piece cover made to cover the vertical and horizontal stabilizers, as well as the tail

area aft of the Canopy Cover.  The cover attaches with Velcro to the aft edge of the Canopy

HeatShield Interior Reflectors are made of a special laminate of metallized polyester film and closed cell foam.  Less

than 1/8" thick, the reflector is stiff enough when flat to stand up against the windshield using the sunvisors and window

framing only. HeatShields roll up and store in a sleeve, yet retain a memory to be flat whenever they are needed.

HeatShields are an excellent short-term remedy for cockpit overheating, but use the Canopy Cover for more effective and

practical protection.

 

DESCRIPTION SET OF… PART NO. PRICE

Cirrus  SR20
CURRENT PRODUCTS LIST as of: October 27, 2000

CANOPY COVER, BELLY STRAP TYPE (extended to cover parachute panel) 1 SR20-000 335.00

CANOPY COVER, BELLY STRAP TYPE (does not cover parachute panel) 1 SR20-010 325.00

CANOPY/ENGINE COVER 1 SR20-020 550.00

EXTENDED CANOPY COVER 1 SR20-030 445.00

EXTENDED CANOPY/ENGINE COVER 1 SR20-040 675.00

ENGINE PLUGS 2 SR20-100 65.00

ENGINE COVER 1 SR20-110 240.00
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WING COVERS 2 SR20-200 315.00

HORIZONTAL STABILIZER COVERS 2 SR20-300 145.00

EMPENNAGE COVER 1 SR20-310 335.00

HEATSHIELD SET 5 SR20-900 145.00

PITOT COVER 1 SR20-HP1 8.50

Prices subject to change.  Other Covers and Design Alterations: Prices on request.

Prices are FOB Sunnyvale, CA.  Sales tax on orders shipped to California addresses. Orders take

approximately 3 weeks to complete. Normally we ship by UPS second day service.  Next day shipping

and air parcel post is available on request.  We can take payment by Visa, Mastercard, American

Express, Discover or by UPS-COD.

Bruce's Custom Covers offers protective covers and plugs for virtually every type of airplane, jet and

helicopter.  If you have questions about our products please call any time TOLL FREE:

800/777-6405,  or  FAX: 408/738-2729.
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AIRCRAFT TYPE YEAR N

AIRCRAFT COLORS (be specific)

PHONE & FAX NUMBERS

NAME

SHIPPING ADDRESS

CREDIT CARD NUMBER EXP. DATE

PAYMENT BY:    VISA      MASTERCARD     AMERICAN EXPRESS     UPS-COD    (circle one)
Unless specified otherwise, shipments to U.S., Puerto Rican, Canadian and European addresses will be shipped by UPS Second Day Service.

AIRCRAFT COVER ORDERING INFORMATION

part number quant description price
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Please specify below the items you would like to order.
See Technical Sheet for part numbers (or just fill in the description)
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